
Keeping your data safe
and secure 
With Knox defense-grade protection built right in, we’ve 
got your data security covered.

Efficient. Safe. Enterprise-ready.
Easily enroll, configure and manage hundreds of 
devices and more with access to Knox Suite7 on your 
Galaxy A Series phone.  

Conference-worthy sound right 
from your phone
Experience sensational sound at your fingertips for total 
immersion in important client conversations, logistic 
details and more.  

Store more and worry less
Store your training materials, files and more with the large 
internal and expandable storage3, 4 of Galaxy A25 5G.

A bright screen for every
bright idea 
Keep notes, edit docs and research online on a 
superfluid display that makes content clear and crisp.

Capture scroll-stopping content
Dazzling product details, social campaigns that convert, 
detailed customer demos — do them all justice with the 
high-resolution, triple-lens camera of Galaxy A25 5G.   

Capture business events in high quality, videoconference on a superfluid display and work virtually lag-free 5G2, 3 on 
Galaxy A25 5G. Packed with all the needed essentials, this phone makes awesome features easily available to you and 
your team. Take product photography from any angle with a triple-lens camera, and edit projects on a clear, bright 
screen. Speed up your workflow with 5G and a powerful processor that keeps you productive. With all-new stereo 
speakers, stay fully tuned in to whatever you’re listening to — whether that’s podcasts by thought leaders, training 
materials or client calls. Plus, worry less as Knox Security7 helps protect your company’s data from the chip up. Getting 
everything your business needs in a phone is now easier than ever with Galaxy A25 5G.

Introducing Galaxy A25 5G

5G speeds vary and require optimal network and connection (factors include 
frequency, bandwidth, congestion); see carrier for availability.



Color Blue Black OS Android 14

Display1 6.5" FHD+ Super AMOLED
Infinity-U (rounded corners 6.3")¹

Connectivity 802.11 a / b / g / n / ac
(dual band)
Bluetooth 5.1

Processor Octa-core (2.4GHz + 2.0GHz) Battery 5000mAh5

(25W Super Fast Charge)6

Front Camera 13MP (F2.2) Dimensions 161mm x 76.5mm x 8.3mm

Main Camera 50MP OIS (F1.8)
8MP Ultra Wide (F2.2)
2MP Macro (F2.4)

Weight 197g

Memory (RAM)
and Storage3

6GB RAM | 128GB Storage
(up to 1TB on microSD card)4

5G Ready2 Sub6

1Measured diagonally, the screen size is 6.5" in the full rectangle and 6.3" accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners and the camera cutout.   25G speeds vary and require optimal 
network and connection (factors include frequency, bandwidth, congestion); see carrier for availability.   3Portion of memory occupied by existing content.   4MicroSD card sold separately.   5Typical value tested under third-party lab 
condition. Rated (minimum) capacity is less. For more information, please visit www.samsung.com.   6Wall charger sold separately; use only Samsung-approved chargers and cables. To avoid injury or damage to your device, do not 
use incompatible, worn or damaged batteries, chargers or cables. Supports up to 25W charging.   7For the full list of Knox certifications, please visit www.samsung.com/knox. © 2024 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung and 
Samsung A Series are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 5G connectivity requires 5G network; see carrier. Use only in accordance with law.




